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William Horn

am William Horn formerly Wolf Horn from

Radom Poland born the second son to Cheil Shaiya

Pe4yI
and Sheindel Ethel Horn who had six children

five boys and one daughter. My father was Hebrew

teacher melamed teaching small children

teaching small children to read and write and also

to learn the prayers and to teach them the Jewish

values and traditions. He was very religious. We

10 had very religious upbringing.

11 We were poor by American standards but

12 we had very loving family who supported each other

13 and we had beautiful life. We all went to cheder

14 to Hebrew school to regular school and we all

15 helped each other.

16 My mother was housewife and looked after

17
the children and also did lot of charity work.

18
With all the hard work she had to do to take care

19
of husband and six children and not knowing where

the next dollar will come the next money will come

21
to buy meals or plan meals she always had time to

22 go out and help the less fortunate to collect food

23 collect food and matzos to distribute for the High

24 Holidays and for Passover to the less fortunate

Jewish families. Not to embarrass them they always
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left the food in the front of the house.

Charity or Tzeduka was the main theme in

our house. Also our father always saw to it that

we had enough books magazines literature to read

and always installed in us sense that you have to

get good education in order to be able to advance

yourself in life. never remember getting birthday

gift anything else but book to read or to learn.

io Even though he worked hard and many hours

he always had time to do little things for his

12 children to bring them home little knick-knacks

13 and even though he came home 1100 oclock at night

14
he used to wake us up and give us little things that

15
he picked up on the way home.

16 Friday night -- he was Chassid. He

17
belonged to neighboring little orthodox synagogue

18
and Friday night he would take his children and go.to

19
the rabbi to shul for prayers. Saturday morning

the same thing and as well as all holidays. Then

21 come home and make his kiddush and sit down among

22 the children his wife and always say the prayers

23 and sing the zmiros after dinner and always spend

24 time with the children and always make them feel

good and tell them Even though you are poor you
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have lot to be thankful because we are all together

and we have very nice and good life.

Gd blessed it until 1939 when the German

Nazis started war into Poland. Then on September

they marched into my home town of Rad9m and took

over the whole city and immediately started to round

up any men or women to send them out to work details.

In the beginning they just sent us to work

io they just caught us in the street or came to the

11
houses inaudible who could work. Anyone that was

12 over 14 15 he looked like he can lift or work they

13 grabbed him. Anyone that was -- could still walk

14 even though he would be 50 or 55 they grabbed him and

15 they sent him on detail either to unload trains or

16
load trains or other supplies and also in the process

17
beat them up beat them up used curse words and

18 everything else and occasionally occasionally if

19 somebody -- he didnt like the way you performed or

20 the way you did he simply shot you. There was no such

21 thing as protest.

22 at the time was working for tailor to

23 help him. had pass that was needed by that

24 tailor who did work for the German government of

Raciom. That was where the governor has resided
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German governor resided. They caught me many times

sent me on details beat me up and beat me up and

let me go come home 1100 1200 oclock at night.

In the meantime they rounded up lot of

intelligensia doctors lawyers artists painters

writers publishers. They round them up arrested

them and we never heard from them again. Some welater

found out were sent to Auschwitz. Some simply were

io shot and thrown into ditches and covered over.

11
Conditions became very grave. Hardly

12 day passed by when some of my people that knew or

13 heard of or neighbors werent shot or murdered. They

14 came during the night. They banged on the doors.

15 They were looking for man by the name of Werber

16 neighbor of mine. They couldnt find him. They

17
went to neighbor of mine with another name. They

18
took him out and said hell do and they shot him..

19 had an older brother who managed in the

20 beginning of the war to escape from Radom. to the

21 other side of the brook to Ternopol where he

22 had fiancee little town called Zlutchev. He

23 managed to get over there the Russian side and he

24 stayed there until the Russians sold the land till

about late 1941 where they have also taken away to
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concentration camp and never heard from him again.

In 1940 in late March the sun just came out

for the first time shined little bit got little

warmer. My youngest brother his name was Yehuda

he was eight years old. He stayed all winter inside

with pneumonia and terrible colds. He start feeling

little better and asked my mother if he could

go out play in the back of the building which was

little bit like playground. Mother agreed.

11
There were several kids playing there. They just

12 played like small children play.

13
All of sudden two gendarmes from the

14
German police who the bars bordered the playground

15
about 200 feet away climbed on top the fence and

16
used their pistols for clay pigeon shooting and one

17
of them hit my little brother Yehuda in the head and

18
it blew his hat off and probably shot him in the

19
brain and he fell to the ground. Other kids came

running in to my mother and say Your little boy was

21
just shot.

22 She came out. She found limp body and

23 his cap full of blood next to him. She picked him up

24 carried him about eight to ten blocks away there

25 was Jewish hospital still in existence -- and
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left him there. But she stayed on and the doctor tried

to save him.

When my father came home little later --

found out about two hours later and someone

told me it happened. went home. My father came home

couple of hours later and he went straight to the

hospital. stayed home with my other brothers and

one sister. They were all younger. And didnt see

io my father till the next day. When he came out from the

11 hospital he turned completely gray. didnt recognize

12 him.

13 He said The child died 500 oclock in

14
the morning. They couldnt save him.

15
Its the only member of my family that my

16 parents and helped to bury on the old Jewish cemetery.

17 The same day when my father turned gray

18 came out from the hospital the commandant from the

19 barracks the police barracks came in to see my

mother and he said Mrs. Horn this was terrible

21 accident. One of our policemen gendarmes accidentally

22 shot accidentally discharged his revolver hitting

23 your child. Now if you sign this statement that it

24 was an accident we will reward you loaf of bread.

We were very hungry. We needed the bread
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but my mother said You just killed my little boy in

cold blood and know that you can kill me or the

rest of my family but will not sign paper to

whitewash your cold bloody murder.

He turned around. He said Suit yourself.

There will be one less to kill later.

We were again punished. We lived in

ghetto crowded in. We were living initially in two

10 small rooms our family of six. In 1942 in 1942

in January they tried they cleaned out one ghetto.

12
Our city had two. ghettos. They cleaned out one ghetto

13 pushed them all in in the ghetto where we lived.

14
And they doubled up every house. They assigned

15
two more people two elderly people to our two rooms

16
and told to give them an extra room.

17 In the meantime in January of 1942 they

18 took out several thousand people from our ghetto.

19 They sent them all over to Treblinka. They said

they are going to work camp and they will be working

21 good condition. Well later we found out they all

22 went to Treblinka and perished there never to be

23 heard again. Only one escaped. One escaped from

24 there and came back and told us what he saw and

what he knows and no one wanted to believe him.
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Also at that time they caught us several

of us and took us down to the ammunition factory

that was in Radem and they assigned us to work at

different machines to work there. We worked

roughly 12 hours day. We would go in 600 in the

morning till 600 at night or 600 at night to the next

morning 600 12hour shifts. Very little food was

given no pay just little soup and some black coffee.

But after work the SS would escort us back to the

11 ghetto and then in the morning they would pick us

Then in July of 1942 -- dont remember

14
the exact date but in July of 42 they came in

15
into the ghetto about 400 oclock in the morning

16
truckloads with SS and gestapo was the SS and

17
Einsatzgruppen with terror banging in the doors

18
with their guns and shooting up in the air lot.

19
make lot of noise start hollering Get out

get out all get out get out get out and

21
terrorized the whole ghetto.

22 We all got up just caught pair of pants

23 some barefooted some with shoes got out and pulled

24 us down to the central market which was big

square market assembled there. Now some children
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small babies children they shot them right there

in the house. All people who couldnt get out fast

they were shot right there in the rooms.

We were out there. We were standing two

three hours. They started counting us and counting us

and counting us and when they finally arrived at

10000 when they arrived at number 10000 they

all took them away marched them off towards the

10 trains and said The rest of you you go back into

11 your houses and stay there.

12 As the.y were marching them they hit them.

13 Some who fell were shot. Some they hit over the

14 head didnt give them chance to get up. They

15
pulled them they dragged them they beat them they

16
rushed them straight to the cars to the train cars

17
which was few couple miles away three miles

18 away.

19
Some people who had all kind of identifica

tion that they worked for the government they just

21
simply tore it up and pushed them towards the cattle

22
train put them in cattle trains and shipped them

23
all off to Treblinka.

24 When we came back to the house supposed

to go back to the gate of the ghetto where the SS
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would pick us up to go to take us to the ammunition

factory. told my mother am not going back there.

When they return when they came to pick her up we

will be together. Later on

VOICE The SS

MR. HORN No no. The people who worked

there they didnt wanted to show up to go to work.

They said Its useless. They are going to kill us

10 anyway.

11
Later on they came from the ainmunition

12 factory and they said -- they went around with

13 loudspeakers and trucks and said You all people

14
who belong -- who supposed to be working in the

15
ammunition factory suggest that you all meet here

16
and if you want to save your families you return

17
back to work. You will be given passes. Anyone that

18
works for ammunition factory his family his entire

19
family will be safe. They will be given special

passes. We will spare them. We will not take them

21
away. They will not be sent away. They will stay

22
here.

23
And you we need you for ammunition

24
factory you will be spared. You will come to work

and the evening you will go back to your loving
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family. So please assemble near the gate and let

us take you back to work and everything will be

fine and everything will be will be no trouble.

And you if you dont you will sacrifice

your family.

Of course didnt believe them nor did

anyone else believe them. However my mother knowing

that this is the only way to save her children told

10 me Please go back to ammunition factory. If you love

me you want to save your parents and your sister and

12
two brothers please go back.

13 Against my better judgment -- and know

14
knew then that they were lying went to the gate

15
of the ghetto with few hundred others and we all

16
assembled there. When the SS picked us up and took us

17
down to ammunition factory they locked the gate and

18
they never let us go out from that place. They put

19
us right next to ammunition factory. They built

20
barracks called shkolim just like concentration

21
camp. There were not even boards on the floor.

22
There were big bars with few boards across not

23
solid floor and little bit straw covered over.

24 They locked the gates and no one could leave.

25 We again worked 12-hour shifts and the
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next four weeks following four weeks later we saw

lot of activity going on and they came -- people

told us that the ghetto was lit up. The ghetto was

lit up. That was in August 1942. The main ghetto

was lit up completely. They put in extra-high beam

lights and they knew they were getting ready for

another deportation.

Again they came in early in the morning

10 in dawn and they pulled out most of the people from

11 the ghetto. Some were shot some were killed some were

12 beaten. And we could only see through the windows from

13 the ammunition factory. We saw long herd of people

14 herded and pushed and chased towards we saw the

15 cattle cars and saw the people being -pushed in as many

16 as hundred twenty to car. And that was in

17 August when -- when the heat the humidity reached

18 close to 95 98 locked the gates locked the doors

19 completely closed up without water and without food

20 without any ventilation. And they were all deported

21 to Treblinka.

22 Treblinka in Poland was last stop for

.23 lot of Jews most of the Jews that went there cause

24 down there they were taken in and gassed opened up

25 showers and gassed. Zyklon came out. Gassed them
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and then they were cremated. They were burned. All

that saw through the windows. And there were bars.

You couldnt -- would have liked it -- jump out

through that window. The windows were barred. They

were special shatterproof glass and you couldnt do

anything.

would learn later that most of the ghetto

Jewish population of the ghetto was deported. Only

10 few as little as 3000 or 3500 remained to the

11
ghetto to do the dirty work for the Germans to clean

12 up and help steal and rob everything that

13 belonged -- all the belongings of the Jews.

14 My father believed till the last minute that

15
G-d will help him. He was humiliated. They cut his

16
beard off. They beat him. They made him work on

17
Shabbos which was against his religion but he went

18
to his death believing in the Messiah that G-d will

19
help him and help all the Jewish people.

20
Although days went around dazed wanted

21
to go to the -- to the fence try to break out so the

22
guards at the towers could shoot me didnt want to

23 live. didnt want to go on. But something inside

24 stopped me and said You must survive. You must hold

on. You must survive. You will survive so you can
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tell your story to the world what the German Nazi

murderers did to the Jewish people.

After working few weeks the conditions

became intolerable. They put me to section for

night work where couldnt stand it. One day they

took us into the ghetto for enf lousing which means

taking bath and clean us up and found my chance

so jumped over the fence and went away. few

10 others went away too.

11 That night the Germans the SS they couldnt

12 find the rest of the people to take back to the

13 ammunition factory went rabbit hunting and of course

14 the good Poles the ones surrendering to the politzeit

15 the good Poles helped the Germans to-catch some of the

16 Jews and bring them back. hid -- hid in an apart-

17 ment and when they came knocking looking for me

18 was outside on the ledge on the outside ledge of the

19 windowon the second floor and they missed me just by

20 hair.

21 The next day joined group of people to

22
go to another camp called Par-may Army for-flay-gen

23 flager-uper-el which was supply depot. And they

24 needed people. joined group but in the evening

on the way home to go home didnt want to go home.
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hid out in stable horse stable. stayed there

couple nights until someone talked to the commandant

should be able to stay on there. worked very hard

for the conditions were little better there. We had

enough to eat. Even we were not beaten so often.

But after few months few good months

that we had the SS came around and said this camp is

too good for the Jews and it must be liquidated. Just

10 to work for the good conditions just for the Poles

not for the Jews and they closed up the camp and

12 they divided some were sent to another camp.

13 lot of my friends and were sent to Camp

14
Blajeen. When we came to Blajeen where we arrived

15
that was death camp. Was very little work to do no

16
food. The first thing they did is take everything away

17
from you put you on some old rags. And then asked

18
the guards said dont even have any pocket in

19
my pants.

He said You dont need pockets. You wont

21
have anything to put in so you dont need any pockets.

22 We ever catch you stealing piece of bread or extra

23 bread hoarding we will shoot you anyway.

24 In that camp people were dying quite lot

very often and it was impossible to guard.
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Fortunately after being there for nine weeks

they needed some instructors to open up the basket

weaving factory back in my home town. volunteered

passed the test was promptly shipped back to Radom

where worked as an instructor for little while in

the same Schrolnar concentration camp where was

before.

Later on had chance to get into auto

10 repair body -- auto repair shop. Some friends helped

me get in there. The conditions were not so bad. You

12 still had to work 10 12 hours day. You had very

13 little food to eat but there were no beatings and

14
the German supervisors as well as the Poles that

15
worked with us looked the other way if you didnt

16
knOw -- as long as you behaved yourself and you did

17
what you were told what you were told to do.

18 This lasted until July of 1943 when the

19 Germans came in one morning and said The Russians

are approaching to the Sul-kar which is only 15

21
kilometers away from here and they should be here in

few hours. And therefore want you to tell them

23 when they come in how good treated you so maybe

24 you can help me too.

At that time the German gestapo the SS
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came around. They started to evacuate our camp

the whole camp the ammunition factory. few of

my friends and myself decided we are going to hide.

We went into sewer sewer underneath the building

and we stayed there few hours. Then we heard

rumors that they are going to dynamite the whole

building the whole factory. We decided to come out.

Most of them were already lined up to march off.

10 As joined them was beaten up by one of the gestapo

11
one of the SS soldiers why Im late.

12 joined the march. We marched out.

13
We marched for several days to Tomaszow. In Tomaszow

14
towards the west we were marching with very little

15
food no water. Tomaszow they all pushed us into

16
one big barn. We stayed there few hours. There were

17
rumors they are going to gas us there.

18
At the end they took us out. They said we

19
are going to be sent to labor camp where we will be

20
good productive workers. They need us for work and

21
no harm will come to us.

22 They loaded us in trains and -- they loaded

23 us in trains and by 500 oclock in the morning at

24 dawn heard man next to me says believe

just saw sign B.er-ken-hau. think we are all
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going to Ausähwitz. We all going to be -- we all

going to be burned gassed liquidated. Let us say

vedu. Let us say our last prayers.

He was very religious young man. Some

of them who were very orthodox put on their tallis and

tfillin their prayer shawls and they start saying

their last prayers which is vedu.

By few hours later we arrived in Berkenhau.

When we came out they pushed us out from the train

11
told us to line up leave everything inside line up

12
five abreast and as we came out there was band

13 playing on the left side. To the far right we saw

14 building and smoke coming out coming pouring

15
out from the chimney. Also the stench the stench

16
from burning human flesh was there. It was

17
unbelievable impossible to breathe.

18
We also saw train coming from another.

19 city Lutsk. on another railroad track. They just

20
came out dispersed and you could see that they

21
came from working shops. You see tailors still

22 carrying machine on their shoulder the head from

23 sewing machine on their shoulder shoemakers carrying

24
the last that goes into the shoes the thick shoes on

the.ir shoulder or their hand. Others with valises
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-t. suitcases. That group was immediately marched towards

the gas chambers.

Our group they divided us up. They took

all the people anyone who was over 40 or 35 was con

sidered old put on truck. Any young child that

was small he may have been 14 or 15 but he was small

in statue sic was put on the same truck.

And one little boy that survived the last

io four years that knew personally had survived the

11 previous four years neighbors of mine child

12 screamed Im good worker. can do as good days

13 work like an adult like any man. Please dont send

14
me away. can work and Im productive. The screams

15 are still ringing in
16

The older people and the children were taken

17
on truck and immediately driven off to the gas

18
chambers. The women were taken away in separate.

19
line and they were all marched away. Most of them

went to the womens barracks. The men were lined up

21
five abreast.

22 Then Dr. Josef Mengele came over with white

23 gloves with whip in his hand. He looked us over

24 and with point pointing to somebody -- looked us

25 over. Anyone that looked good and healthy big and
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.t. strong he called them out. You get out. You get

out. It was like selecting between death and life.

Anyone that he decided is too strong or too big or

too good looking or he didnt like the way he looked

he called them out. And that man was immediately sent

to the group to go to the gas chambers.

The rest of us stayed on for while for

few hours. Then we were told to go back into the

10 barracks that we are going to be sent away to

11
labor camp. We were all pushed back into the same

12 barracks and we traveled several weeks dont really

13
remember how long until we arrived in place near

14 Stuttgardt called Vy-ginyan.

15
We were told to get out from the train and

16
marched over to camp with little bags and the SS

17
was right there. They decided that some of the --

18
some of the men should take charge. One he appointed

19
as commandant of the camp Jewish commandant.

20
Then the other he should select some couples which

21 should police for each barrack. And again we were

22 told each one to take one bunk.

23 And every morning at 600 oclock we had to

24 stay outside the work hail and they cOunted us. They

counted every one of them. If someone died during the
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night he had to be accounted for. And then we were

marched away to work in quarry to break up big bull-

dozers rocks. They were building an underground

factory or something. was given big sledge hammer

and told to break up -- to break that stuff up.

Conditions were very bad. You march for several miles

in the morning and several miles at night forth and

back. Very little food was given. We got slice of

10 bread in the morning little dirty. Artificial coffee.

For lunch you got half quart of some filthy water

12 that they called soup. And at night the same repeated

13 at night.

14
And that you had to work 12 hours day in

15 the quarry down there. reminber t1at we had to walk

16
down 117 steps in the morning and lunchtime we had to

17
walk up and on the way home we had to walk up again

the same steps.

19
It wasnt bad in the beginning but soon

the winter set in. It got cold. We had no shoes.

21
We had rotten rubber sandals and no heavy clothes

22 just the prisoners garb made out of cheap cotton

23 cotton pants and cotton jacket. lot of them died

24
from exaustion. lot of them were beaten up.

One day remember when we were breaking up
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the cement on the very top there was cement mixer.

It seems that one of the boys didnt work fast enough

or didnt do what the German told him they just

picked him up and threw him in the cement mixer and

he was mixed in with the cement with the crushed

stones.

After working there for several months they

needed another group for another camp and they

io selected me and friend of mine. We were sent over to

11
another camp called Pesen-tal was the littlest

12
concentration camp. believe about 800 of us were

13 sent there. The whole camp consisted of about 800 or

14
800 and some. There was nothing to do there except in

15
the morning we would march out for several miles to an

16 airport where we would clean up shovel the snow from

17
one place to another and shovel back. The snow would

18
fall. We would push it shovel it and thats what

19
we did day in and day out.

People start getting sick. Disease took

21
over malnutrition disease. We all said the German

22 crazy commandant he used to get up at 500 oclock in

23
the morning and make speeches in front of us how the

24
Germans are going to win the war and we had to stay

and applaud him.
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.t. knew if keep it up to march every morning

in the snow in the cold bitter weather that will

surely die very soon. surely will die very soon.

wouldnt last very long.

therefore tried to buy my way into getting

job. had one gold piece that found before about

two years before and carried it with me. And have

given that gold piece to one of the officials who

io helped me secure job in the kitchen. got job in

the kitchen as cleaning up and helping with the cleaning

12 up. At least was warm and had some scraps left

13 over to eat. Whatever they didnt give you we used

14
to steal from the German kitchen just to survive.

15
In the meantime my best friend who got very

16 sick contact Typhus was in the in the little

17
hospital in the infirmary and they wouldnt feed

him. They wouldnt even give him an aspirin. And.

19
used to sneak out some food to help him get back his

strength.

21 Inaudible train. They had an open

22 box car they put antiflak -- antiflak -- antiflak. As

23 soon as the train started light bombers flew over

24 bombed the train. The Germans went off the train hid

25 in the grass the tall grass whereas we were locked in
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those box cars could not get out. They damaged the

locomotive and disabled the train from continuing.

few rocks few bombs that sell close to the train

causing rocks to knock off the roof from our train

from our box car injured few people. All my sleeves

from my left -- my left hand were cut off. Fortunately

only sustained minor scratch marks.

From then on we had to march. We marched

10 seven nights. During the day we used to sleep in

11
cemeteries. This was in the winter of 1945.

12 It was in February of 1945. It was very cold

13 and snow. We laid we used to lay down and sleep

14
between the on the cemeteries between the monuments

15 push some snow make pillow out of snow and sleep

16
there and rest little bit during the day and march

17
during the night. We marched like this for seven days.

18
On the seventh day of eight we arrived in

19
Augsburg where again we were loaded in the trains and

20
shipped to our final designation sic to Dachau.

21
In Dachau about 20 percent of all inmates from

22
Es-en-tau in my car alone died during that marching

23
and train ride. When we arrived in Dachau they made

24
us including myself to take the dead bodies just

throw them out like sticks of wood pile them up.
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In Dachau we really had very little to do

but you are sitting around starving to death and it

seemed they didnt care. No work no food nothing to

do. And we stayed there few weeks like this until --

until April the 23rd. Again they took us out loaded

us into trains and started to run us start to run

the trains towards the Alps south toward the Alps.

As we traveled the first 20 kilometers the lIght

io bombers knocked out the railroad tracks and it seemed

they didnt have time to repair the tracks. so we

12 traveled forth and back for seven days on the same

13 track.

14
And it wasnt until April the 30th 1945

15
when we heard rumors the guards outside our trains

16 discussing what they are going to do with us. Some said

17 they are going just to bomb us or throw hand grenades

18
and kill us and wipe us out.

19
And then they told us that the war will be

over soon or it is over and that Hitler committed

21
suicide and we will be free soon. And sure enough

few hours later on April 30 we heard some big command

23
talk and backtalk and then they opened the doors

24
and there were those beautiful American soldiers

with machine guns ready against the Germans and told
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us to come out.

Most of us could not get out couldnt even

walk out. We had to help each other to carry out.

And from there we were taken to camp in Felderfink

displaced person camp where we stayed for while

where some people who tried to gather together

their lives.

It should have been the happiest day of my

10 life cause just saw what freedom -- thought Im

ii free but then looked over and discovered that

12 have no one left. Nobody in my whole family was left.

13 It was rather very sad day after waited for such

14 long time to be liberated.

15 stayed in D.P. camp for while. Then

16 traveled up closer to Frankfurt-amMain. was looking

17
around the country to find my brother. knew had

18 one brother in camp. Couldnt find him.

19 finally settled near Frankfurt-am-Main.

20
took job working for the Americans and stayed

21
near in Badenheim for few months until had some

22 papers for visa to go to the United States was worked

23 out with the help with the UJA and also some cousins

24
and an aunt in Baltimore helped sign some papers

sec.ured the papers for me.
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left Germany and came in July of 46

1946 arrived in the United States arrived in

Baltimore where very nice but poor aunt received me

roundly asked me to stay.

stayed couple of weeks with her and then

went to Washington with another cousin where tried

to reconstruct my life. took job. worked for

several years. joined the shul. became little

10 active in Jewish organization Habonim and also the

11 Jewish community center and finally met nice

12 young lady from very nice home. Her parents came

13 from Poland years before and in 1953 in January we

14 were married.

15 then had to work number of years finally

16
decided to go into business for myself. bought

17
small cleaning place whereas bought it with my own

18 savedup money which wasnt very much and even though

19
it didnt bring lot of money in was very happy.

worked hard again many hours and made living.

21 Pretty soon by working hard and diligently to be

22
honest and good to my customers built up fairly

23 good business which made decent living.

24
In the meantime also found out that my

brother survived and was living in Poland. helped
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him come over to the United States whereas he married

young woman in Cleveland Ohio where he lives now

Cleveland Ohio and has family four children.

have two children daughter Sharon

Elaine Horn and boy Cheil Shaiya Horn named

after my father olov ha shalom and my daughters

Hebrew name is Shein-del Ethel after my mother.

have been working hard and diligently along

with some Jewish organizations and lead good

11
normal life. also belong to an organization which

12 am co-president of -- one of the presidium Club

13 Shalom which is an organization of mainly survivors

14
survivors of the Holocaust. We are trying to perpetuate

15
the memory of -- of the victims that fell kiddush Hashem

16
from the Holocaust.

17
We also are trying to do everything possible

18
to counter all antiSemitic versions thats never

19
happened and hopefully it should never happen again.

We also devoted to give to charity all charitable

21
organizations and also to Israel to sustain we should

22
have land where the Jews will have land where they

23
can call their own be free to go any time they wish so.

24
always believed that G-d helped me to survive.

believe now that with G-ds help will try to do my
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very best in remaining few years that G-d will grant me

and hoping that can help in small part to remember

and tell the world and never forget what has happened

to memorialize those that gone kiddush Hashem that

fell to those murderers and who have nobody left

behind to talk about them.

end with these words that such thing

should never happen again. The world should beware

io wherever antiSemitism or bigotry or hatred arises

we should do our very best to eliminate it at the very

12 beginning and fight it back fight with all our might

13 that will never happen again. Shalom.

14
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